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 NEWS 

1. The US$ strengthened against the Euro and the Swiss franc gaining by 

0.5% and 0.4% respectively. However, it fell by 0.9% against the 

Australian $ and 0.8% against the Japanese yen. It also weakened against 
the British pound by 0.6% and by 0.5% each against the Singapore $ and 

the Danish Kroner.  

2. The number of U.S. workers filing new claims for unemployment benefits 
declined last week, continuing the mostly improving trend seen in the 

labour market in recent months. Initial unemployment claims also 

decreased. However, labour costs have edged up on the back of the 
improved employment outlook. The price gauge preferred by the Fed, the 

personal consumption expenditures index, increased 2.4% in December 

from a year earlier, down from 2.6% in the previous month. The pace of 
so-called core inflation, which excludes food and energy, increased to 

1.8% in December from 1.7% the month before. 

3. A rebound in German manufacturing was seen with the index expanding 
for the first time since September, marking its highest reading in six 

months at 51.0 in January. However, activity weakened again in France, 

Italy, Spain, Greece and Ireland. The euro zone annual inflation rate held 
firm at 2.7% in January, well above the ECB's target of below 2.0%. 

4. UK's manufacturing sector expanded at the fastest pace since May last 

year, buoyed by rising orders and a steep drop in raw material costs. The 
PMI rose to 52.1 in January from 49.7 in December.  A reading above 50.0 

indicates the sector is expanding. Meanwhile, UK house prices slipped 

again by 0.2% in January as demand for property remained weak.  

5. Japanese industrial production rose 4% in December from the previous 

month, as the impact of the flooding in Thailand on Japanese 
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manufacturers receded. Output had fallen 2.7% in November. The 
unemployment rate rose slightly to 4.6% in December from 4.5% in 

November. Housing starts also declined a steep 7.3% in December from a 

year earlier, coming in worse than an expected 1.5% contraction. Japan's 
auto sales kicked off 2012 with a bang in January, marking a record 41% 

increase for the month on the back of increased availability and expected 

government stimulus steps. This is the fifth straight month of increase. 

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in 

a range of Rs 49.81 – 48.67 per $, ending the week with a gain of 111 

paise for the rupee at Rs 48.70 per $. The forward premium levels have 
finally shown a decline to 8.6%, 8.0%, 6.8%, and 5.6% p.a. as compared 

to 9.5%, 9.1%, 7.7%, and 6.2% p.a. ruling last week for 1, 3, 6 and 12 

month maturities respectively. 

VIEWS 

1. On the international foreign exchange markets, the two major factors that 
remain the centers of attention are the US economy and the euro-zone 
crisis. On both the fronts, the US dollar should have gained ground sharply 

– although it did strengthen in terms of the euro by 0.5%, one would have 

expected a much better performance. European leaders have not yet 
succeeded in arriving at an agreement with Greek bondholders on a 

restructuring of the nation’s debt. This is a crucial element of a second 

bailout package that Greece and European officials have been attempting to 
finalize since July 2011. Meanwhile, US economic data is now signaling 

that the economy is recovering at a faster pace. Manufacturing grew in 

January at the fastest pace in seven months, and consumer confidence 
increased last month to the highest level in almost a year. Perhaps, the only 

factor aiding the euro right now is the equally good economic data 

emanating from Germany. Indeed, the German unemployment rate is 
already close to levels that are considered low enough to trigger demands 

for wage hikes. 
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2. The Japanese yen has emerged as the strongest currency, rising against 
both the euro and the US$. The Japanese Finance Minister has stated that 

the yen’s level does not reflect economic fundamentals, and that if needed, 

decisive steps would be taken against one-sided moves in the yen. We are 
not changing our ranges for the non-$ currencies, as follows:  

JPY 75 – 83 per $,  

$ 1.23 – 1.35 per EUR and  

$ 1.48 – 1.60 per GBP. 

3. On the domestic front, the dollar has now weakened to below Rs 49 per $. 
We believe that sooner rather than later, the Reserve Bank of India will 

step in and start mopping up dollars. By our estimate, the RBI’s physical 
intervention so far has been in the region of $ 5 – 10 bn. The central bank 

will surely be looking for an opportunity to purchase dollars, and restore 

the reserves to their erstwhile level. Several participants have commented 
that the RBI has been the biggest beneficiary of the recent Rs/$ roller-

coaster ride, since it was buying dollars when the rupee had strengthened 

past Rs 44 per $, and sold dollars when the rupee weakened beyond Rs 54 
per $. Although the RBI may have gained marginally, it should be borne in 

mind that this would hardly be one of its objectives when any intervention 

is undertaken. 

4. In a recent circular, the RBI has stated that “banks, while extending fund 

based and non-fund based credit facilities to corporates, should rigorously 

evaluate the risks arising out of unhedged foreign currency exposure of the 
corporates and price them in the credit risk premium. Further, banks may 

also consider stipulating a limit on unhedged position of corporates on the 

basis of bank’s Board approved policy.” It will be interesting to see how 
banks are going to implement this “directive”. 

5. No change in our advice – the high forward premium levels mean that 

despite the rupee strength, selling dollar remains a more prudent strategy 
than buying dollars.  
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